Reflections
with it is by joking about the Clouseau-type inspector
and his obsession with rugby — blocking the whole
unpleasantness, and turning it into a conversational
anecdote.
I was taught medicine by a raft of doctors who
had experienced war and imprisonment, and had
confronted their own mortality on many occasions
as young men. Had they felt helpless? None of my
generation ever asked. After all, being a doctor is
about coping.
I have never been confronted by armed force or
a terrorist missile — only by an empty car. I was
a victim of random violation. Stolen goods are
replaceable. Nevertheless, helplessness is no longer
an anecdote to laugh off. We are now bombarded
with matters beyond our control. Not just having
to watch, but being able to cope with the apparent
helplessness is a worldwide dilemma for all of those
educated people who believe that there is a solution to
everything.
I turned to the poet Milton. Are we lost in
helplessness as was Samson, finding himself “eyeless

in Gaza, at the mill with slaves”?1 By contrast, Paradise
regained, Milton’s other work written concurrently, is a
syntactical battle between the Tempter and the Other
Guy, with Him eventually getting the ambrosia.2
Maybe in the final scuffle of stones, the trick is to
realise that to counter helplessness, one needs to miss
the mill and strive for the ambrosia. After all, the
mill, which Blake expanded to “dark satanic mills”,3
compounds the misery of helplessness, whereas the
concept of Milton’s Saviour partaking of ambrosia at
the triumphant end of the ordeal indicates hope —
surely a relevant message for this time of the year.
Provenance: Commissioned; not externally peer reviewed.
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IAN MCDONALD, in his life as a leading cardiologist
in a pre-eminent teaching hospital whose values
statement is carved in granite in the foyer, embodies
the reflective physician. His book reflects his lifelong
quest to reconcile the two increasingly irreconcilable
and disparate objectives of the hospital and the
university in the person of the doctor as lifelong
learner. He sees that individuals must take control of
their learning in order to become better doctors with
a better understanding of their role in a complex and
ever-changing world.
McDonald prescribes — good doctor that he is
— a remedy for both the individual learner and
the organisation: an institute of reflective practice,
where education is built into professional practice,
and practice into education. His call is also for the
construction and maintenance of a social good and
an explicit statement of purpose and values in health
care, supported by the institutions and professional
community, to avoid the operational objectives ruckus
of key performance indicators subsuming them.
His book divides his career into 20-year epochs
with an intervening transition. The first epoch is a
biomedical golden age of medical dominance and
professional self-regulation reflecting the public’s
trust. The transition zone was/is marked by changing
social conventions and expectations and public
dissatisfaction with a medical-centric model of

care. The second epoch heralds a new postmodern
paradigm in which qualitative and interpretative
thinking from the social sciences informs medical care.
Early chapters cover controversies within medicine,
the incorporation of science within the dominant
medical paradigm and the recognition of a broader
societal and hence political environment surrounding
it. Alternative medicine, clinical inefficiency, failure
of consultation (its symptoms and consequences) and
evidence-based medicine (seen as having become
antithetical and authoritarian) are discussed. Finally,
the role of medicine within our society arrives and is
redeemed with the creation of a Centre for the Study
of Clinical Practice, where art and science are enriched
by Aristotelian rhetoric and debate. This enables
the reflective practitioner to create health care fit for
purpose in the postmodern era.
This book breaks new ground. Will it find an
audience? Yes. The book brings together the author’s
great love for the conversation between clinical
medicine and the humanities to ensure clinical
medicine’s continuing relevance.
McDonald is a patient guide and has dealt with
his subject with great discipline and mastery. I
commend it to clinicians, health service CEOs, deans
of medical faculties and politicians but, above all, to all
students who continue to wonder at and seek to better
understand clinical practice.

Donald Campbell

Medical Director General Medicine
Monash Health, Melbourne, VIC.
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